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Elecrric machine (10; 10') with a rotor (26a, 26b; 26c; 36) which is rocatably mounted

in a>iousing (12) with a rotor shaft (24) which extends beyond the housing, a plurality of

electroni^OTiet components (28) which are statically disposed in the housing at unifomi

angular spacihas and spaced from the axis of rotation of the rotor, each with a coil core (32)

bearing a coil wmding (30) consisting of one or more conductors and with permanent

magnets (27) which\^ disposed at uniform angular spacings and are non-rotatably retained

in or on the rotor, these permanent magnets each having a pole face aligned opposite the end

faces of the coil cores (32)\nd each having a polarity which is successively reversed in the

peripheral direction, wherein me coil cores (32) of the electromagnet components (28) are

disposed parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft (24) in the interior of the housing in

such a way that their opposing end fafees each lie in two planes which are spaced from one

another and extend at right angles to the a)^s of rotation of the rotor shaft and the ends of the

electric conductors which form the coil winding (30) of the individual electromagnet

components (28) are interconjiected via an eleclric or electronic control device to form at

least two pairs of electrical connections '

charactensfed in that

the rotor Hks at least two outer armature discs

(26a, 26b; 26c) which extend radially to before the end fa\of the coil cores and in which
the permanent magnets are retained, \

i{fcAt in each case pairs of legs, which succeed one another in the periphei^^ direction and are each

provided with a pole face of different polarity on the free end fabmg the coil, of the

permanent magnets (27) provided in the two opposing outer armature di^s C26a, 26b) are

connected to one another in the end regions remote from the pole faces by a\espective yoke

(27a) which encloses the magnetic field and is made from soft or hard magnetict^aterial,

that the armature discs (26a, 26b) are connected to one another by radially extendinkwalls

(38; 38') which form the cavity between the armature discs into a plurality of chambers (40)
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^hich are offset with respecr to one another in the peripheral direction and are open towards

the^24eccromag^et components (28), and ^
i^-ih^hC annature discs CifC pmi^dMih radiaily inner holes (46) each open/rfTto the

chambem40) of the rotor.

2. Machine as\{lairned in Claim 1, characterised in that a row of electromagnet

components (28) is provided in the interior of the housing of the machine, and that the rotor

has two outer annature discs (26a, 26b) guided on opposing sides in front ofthe coil core end

faces of the electromagnet comnonents (28),

3. Machine as claimed in Chhn 1, characterised in that two or more rows of

electromagnet components (28) spacedN&om one another .in the longitudinal direction of the

rotor shaft are disposed in the interior orthe housing, and that in addition to the two outer

armature discs (26a, 26b) which are guided front of the outer end faces of the coil cores

(32)» pointing in opposite directions, of the oVennost rows the rotor has an additional

armature disc (26c) with permanent magnets (27) gHided into each space between adjacent

rows of electromagnet components (28) in front of the\end surfaces thereof which face one

another, and the pole faces of differing polarity of the pisraianent magnets (27) which are

each exposed on opposing sides of the respective additional annature disc are aligned in the

radial direction with the end faces of the coil cores (32) or\the rows of electromagnet

components.

4. Machine as claimed in one of Claims 1 to 3, characterised in tnaj the interior of the

housing is closed off and sealed against the e?rtemal atmosphere.

5. Machine as claimed in Claim 4, characterised in that the outer and/or inners^ace of the

housing (12) is provided with ribs in order enlarge the surface of the housing which gives off

or takes up heat.
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6. Machine as claimed in Claim 5, characterised in that raaTally extending ribs are

\provided on the inner faces of the housing end walls (1 4a; i4b) facing the rotor and berween

tiaese ribs radial channels are formed for the return of the gaseoiis atmosphere circulated in

the\jnterior of rhe housing,

7. Machine as claimed in Claim 6, characterised in that Che radial channels are closed

off on the ^rniatore disc side by a metal plate so that between the radial walls (38; 38*)

channels are pi^isduced which are open only on the radially inner and radially outer end and

are connected to tnfednterior of the housing and through which the circulated air is returned.

8. Machine as claiin^ in one of Claims 1 to 3, characterised in that air inlet openings

are provided in regions of thV^ousing (12) lying opposite the holes (46) in the armature discs

(26a; 26b) and air outlet operuhgs which are offset radially outwards are provided in the

housing (12).

9. Machine as claimed in one of Clarnis 1 to 8, characterised in that the electromagnet

components (28) are disposed at uniform s^cings in the peripheral direction and protrude

from the ixmer face of the peripheral housingN^all (16) into the space formed between the

armature discs (26a, 26b).

Electric machine (10; 100 with a rotor (26a, ^b; 26c; 36) which is rotatably mounted

in a housing (12) with a rotor shaft (24) which extenos beyond the housing, a plurality of

electromagnet components (28) which are statically disposed in the housing at uniform

angular spacings and spaced from the axis of rotation of the mtor, each with a coil core (32)

bearing a coil winding (30) consisting of one or more condt^ctors and with permanent

magnets (27) which are disposed at unifonn angular spacings and are non-rotatably retained

in or on the rotor, these permanent magnets. each having a pole face aligned opposite the end

faces of the coil cores (32) and each having a polarity which is sucoessrveiy reversed in the

peripheral direction, wherein the coil cores (32) of the electromagnet components (28) are

disposed parallel to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft (24) in the interior of^he housing in

such a way that their opposing end faces each lie in two planes which are spaced from one

another and extend at right angles to the axis of rotation of the rotor shaft and the etids of the

electric conductors which form the coil winding (30) of the individual electromagnet

components (28) are interconnected via an electric or electronic control device to form at

least ^vo pairs of electrical connections pa^^c^ulc^r^Lij as claimed in one of Claims 1 9,
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character^m^n that each pole face

the permanent magnets (27) has in the peripheral direction an extent which covers two

poW faces of the coils (30, 32) of two electromagnet components (28) which succeed one

another in the peripheral direction, and that the control means is designed so that in order to

drive the\rotor this control means switches over the polarity of every second one of the

electromagnet components which succeed oae another in the. peripheral direction with each

rotation of the. rotor about an angular spacing which corresponds to the angular spacing

between two electromagnet components (28) which succeed one another in the peripheral

direction. \

11. Electric machinii (10- 100 vvith a rotor (26a. 26b; 26c; 36) which is rotatably mounted

in a housing (12) with aVotor shaft (24) which extends beyond the housing, a plurality of

elecrrOTJiagner componcnts\28) which are statically disposed in the housing at uniform

angular spacings and spaced the axis of rotation of the roior, each with a coil core (32)

bearing a coil winding (30) co^isting of one or more conductors and with permanent

magnets (27) which are disposed aWiifomi angular spacings and are non-rotatabiy rexained

in or on the rotor, these permanent n^ets each having a pole face aligned opposite the end

faces of the coil cores (32) and each hXmg a polarity which is successively reversed in the

peripheral direction, wherein the coii cot^^C32) of the electromagnet components (28) are

disposed parallel to the axis of rotation ofth^cor shaft (24) in the intencr of the housing in

such a way that ±eir opposing end faces each\e in two planes which arc spaced from one

another and extend at right angles to Che axis of region of the rotor shaft and the ends of the

electric conductors which form the coil windingXSO) of the individual electromagnet

components (28) are interconnected via an electric or^ectronic control device to form at

least ^vo pairs of electrical connections pafi6 cui0^r lif a^laimed in one of Claims 1
to 9.

\haracterised in that three pole

faces of the coils (30, 32) of three electromagnet components (28Vvhich succeed one another

in the peripheral direction can be associated with each pole face of the permanent magnets

(27), in which case the control means is designed so that in order to drive the rotor, after the

rotor has rotated by an angular spacing corresponding to the angul^' spacing .between

electromagnet components which succeed one another in the peripheral direi^tion, the control

means switches over the polarity of every third one of the electromagnet conn^onents (28)

which succeed one another in the peripheral direction \
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Electric machine (10; 10') with a rotor (26a. 26b; 26c; 36) which is rocatafaly mounted

in abusing (12) with a rotor shaft (24) which extends beyond the hoLusing, a plurality of

elecrrotn^CTet components (28) which are statically disposed in the housing at uniform

angular spacWs and spaced from the axis of rotation of the rotor, each with a coil core (32)

bearing a coil landing (30 consisting of one or more conductors and with permanent

magnets (27) which^re disposed at unifomi anguJar spacings and are non-rotatably retained

in or on the rotor, these^ennanent magnets each having a pole face aligned opposite the end

faces of Che coil cores (32)Nmd each having a polarity which is successively reversed in the

peripheral direction, wherein the coil cores (32) of the electromagnet components (2S) are

disposed parallel to the axis of rot^ion of the rotor shaft (24) in the interior of the housing in

such a way that their opposing end ffic^s each lie in two planes which are spaced from one

another and extend at right angles to the aads. of rotation of the rotor shaft and the ends of the

electric conductors which form the coil \inding (30) of the individual electromagnet

components (2S) are interconnected via an eletoic or electronic control device to form at

east n.vo pairs of electrical connections p&f^ Ci^ekf^^ as claimed in one of Claims I to 9,

characterised in that more than

three pole faces of the coils of electromagnet componentwhich succeed one another in the

peripheral direction can be associated with each pole facV of the permanent magnets, in

which the case the control means is designed so that in order toxirive the rotor, after the rotor

has rotated by an angular spacing corresponding to the angular spacing between

electromagnet components which succeed one another in the peripheral direction, the control

means successively switches over the polarity of every one of the electromagnet components,

which succeed one another in the peripheral direction, of the group of;^ electromagnet

components associated with a permanent magnet.

13. Machine as claimed in one of Claims 10 to 12, characterised in that a position pick-up

which senses the relative rotational position of the rotor in the housing (12) is associac^ with
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tie control device for initiating the switching over of the polarity of the electrotnagnet

components (28)

14, M^hine as claimed in Claim 13, characterised in that the position pick-up is

constructed as a contactless sensor, particularly an optical sensor, which senses the relative

rotational position of the rotor with respect to the housing.

€4
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15. Machine as claimed in one of Claims 1 to 14, characterised in that the electromagnet

components (28) are eacB\held on separate support elements which can each be installed in

an associated opening the in\^e peripheral wall (16) of the housing (12) in such a way that

the pole faces of the coils oKthe electromagnet components (28) are in the prescribed

assembly position in alignment wiiti^ the pole faces of the permanent magnets (27) between

the armature discs.

16. Machine as claimed in one of Claixxits 4 to 14, characterised in that electromagnet

components (28) as a whole are pre-installed in 215. araiular mounting, which in turn is held in

the interior of the housing.

17. Machine as claimed in one of Claims 1 to 16, charai^erised in chat the electromagnet

components (28) each have two separate coils with opposed di^ctions of winding (reversed-

polarity differential windings 30a, 30b respectively), and that an electric or electronic control

device (EC) is provided for the selective electric control of each ofv^e coil windings (30a;

30b).

18. Machine as claimed in one of Claims 1 to 17 which operates a generator,

characterised in that the ends of the electrical conductors of each eiectromagnet\^omponent

(28) which form the coil winding (30) are connected to the input connections of a>Nseparate

rectifying circuit, and that the rectifying circuits are connected on the output side to u js^^ir of

electric bus lines.
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19. Machine as claimed in Claim fS. chai^cterised in that an electronic inverter circuit is

connected downstream of the generator inwder to convert the generated direct current into

an alternating or three-phase current which is ^/^nchronised with the power supply.
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